Enhance Your Email Security Solution

Wombat’s PhishPatrol®, a purpose-built anti-phishing email filter, is designed to strengthen your organization’s current filters by catching many of the phishing emails missed by leading anti-spam/anti-virus software. PhishPatrol’s performance is made possible by cutting-edge predictive technology that uses multiple layers of analysis to look at emails from many different perspectives. The analyses include contextual attributes that range from structural email elements, linguistic features and reputation mechanisms, all the way to deeper characteristics that capture the finer context of each email.

We recommend that you implement PhishPatrol alongside your existing anti-spam/anti-virus filters to strengthen your email security approach. Today’s leading anti-spam/anti-virus filters fail to catch many phishing emails because they rely primarily on manually maintained “blacklists” and email signatures. These blacklists and email signatures are generally known to be hours, if not days, behind. This lag can let dangerous phishing emails reach your end users and have devastating consequences.

Wombat’s predictive technology enables the filter to catch many of the zero-hour attacks and highly targeted spear-phishing emails that would otherwise go undetected by traditional email filters. You don’t have to worry about PhishPatrol catching legitimate emails while it is catching more phish. Your effective false-positive rate will stay the same.

What Can PhishPatrol Do for You?

• Catch significantly more phishing emails than your current anti-spam/anti-virus software
• Identify zero hour attacks with Wombat’s predictive technology
• Limit employee exposure to all phishing attacks, even spear phishing

Wombat offers multiple deployment options to fit your unique needs. You can deploy the solution as a virtual appliance or anti-spam plugin.

Contact us to learn how we can reduce phishing emails in your organization with PhishPatrol, the most innovative anti-phishing filter available today.

The chart is illustrative of how many more phishing emails are caught when PhishPatrol is combined with leading anti-spam/anti-virus filters. Results may vary.
PhishPatrol Anti-Phishing Email Filter
Catch Phishing Emails Missed by Your Current Filters

Two Lines of Defense
Organizations that really want to protect themselves from cyber attack should adopt a two-pronged approach, by 1) Deploying PhishPatrol and 2) Teaching their employees to protect themselves using Wombat’s award-winning Security Training Platform. Wombat’s Security Training Platform integrates highly effective software-based end user assessment, training, reporting and administrative capabilities into one easy-to-use system. Security officers can rest easy knowing that they’ve done everything they can to protect their companies from breaches — from enhancing their email filters to raising the preparedness of their workforce.

Wombat Core Features and Benefits
• Engaging and interactive training increases end user participation
• Learning-science principles ensure users learn key concepts and retain content much longer
• Short training modules are focused and respectful of busy schedules
• Training modules based upon scientific research in cyber security and learning science
• Cost effective — likely to cost less than your current training
• SCORM-compliant to enable integration with your Learning Management System (LMS)
• 508-compliant to support people with learning, visual, hearing and physical disabilities

Assessment
• Phishing Attack Simulation

Training
• Safe Browsing – NEW
• Security Beyond the Office – NEW
• Smartphone Security
• Social Network Safety
• Phishing Traps
• Social Engineering
• Mobility and Travel
• Malicious URL Training
• Password Security
• Email Security

Reporting
• Completion Data
• Average Score
• Most-Missed Items
• User Activity

Contact us today for a free limited-time trial of PhishPatrol!